APEC Training Centers of Excellence for Regulatory Science

Application Form for Formal Recognition as a CoE

This form is used to apply for formal recognition as a Center of Excellence for a RHSC Priority Work Area (PWA). Applications for formal recognition must be preceded by a minimum of one successful pilot in the PWA unless a waiver was granted by the RHSC. Completed applications and supporting material should be forwarded to the RHSC leadership through the RHSC Secretariat with copy to the PWA CoE Program Committee.

Requesting Organization Information

Organization Name:
Address:
CoE Contact Name and Title:
Contact Phone:
Contact Email address:

CoE Request Information

Name of Priority Work Area:
Specific constraints or additions, if applicable (for instance, if the CoE is focused only on a specific subcomponent of the PWA):
CoE Physical Location(s):
Do you hold formal CoE status for another PWA?
If so, which one(s)?

Applicable CoE Pilot Information

List all pilot programs conducted, including dates, summary of outcomes and attach the training curriculum.
PWA Champion Economy Acknowledgement

I acknowledge the successful completion of a pilot and readiness of the hosting institution to become a CoE for the requested PWA.

_____________________________________________  __________________
PWA CoE Program Committee Chair (Champion Economy)  Date

_____________________________________________

Printed Name, Title and Economy

Authorized Signatures

I certify that the information on this request form is correct, and commit to carry out the CoE activities in accordance with the CoE Operating Model and Guidelines.

_____________________________________________  __________________
Hosting Institution Authorized Signature  Date

_____________________________________________

Printed Name and Title